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Gathering, transforming
and publishing open data
INTRODUCTION
Open data is a huge resource which can make
life easier for many people. The data owners who
no longer need to answer questions on the data,
business and entrepreneurs who can use the data to
develop a business and the public who gain access
to a whole host of information.
Open government data also significantly increases
the transparency and accountability of the public
sector organisations who generate the data.
However, to publish open data in the first place
there is a whole process which needs to be undertaken:
• Data needs to be collected together, possibly
from a variety of sources
• Standards for publication need to be defined
• The data needs to be transformed to comply with
those standards and into a format which can be
easily used
• The data needs to be published in a central resource where people know to look for it
Publishing open data can be as simple as putting a
pdf of a dataset online such that people can download and look at the data. However this does not
allow anyone else to use the data and develop tools
which show the data in different ways – at least not
without a huge effort to recreate the dataset in a
reusable format.

In an ideal world, all open data would be published
as open linked data, meaning like datasets from
different sources could be merged and compared.
In between these two options are a number of ‘half
way’ stages which represent improvements over the
basic pdf approach, but do not provide fully linked
data. These stages can be identified in the accepted
five star model. Each of the start stages is described
in the table below.

*
**
***
****
*****

Make your data available on the web
(whatever format) under an open
licence
Make it available as structured data (e.g.
MS Excel instead of an image scan of a
table)
Use a non-proprietary format (e.g. csv
instead of MS Excel)
Use URIs to identify things, so that people can point at your data.
Link your data to other people’s data to
provide context

Some of the approaches and methods for collecting
and preparing public sector data, in particular local
government data, to be published as open data are
described in the following pages of this document.
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PROCESSING AND TRANSFORMING DATA
This document describes the data structure and methodologies used to gather, join and compare open data
from many different sources. The structure was adopted by the UK Electronic Service Delivery (ESD) Toolkit
Programme as a backbone for the LG (Local Government) Inform Plus reporting tools and Application Profile
Interface (API).
Whilst the Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) standard already exists for sharing statistical data
in multi-dimensional cubes, its flexibility means that it can be applied differently to different datasets, making it hard to join those datasets in a meaningful way. Hence the ESD approach is to standardise dimensions
and cross-reference each to clear public definitions of dimension members.
By May 2014, the approach has been used to combine data from 450 UK datasets containing more than 2,800
demographic and performance measures. The API on the data drives many web applications, including the
public LG Inform tool for citizens to compare their municipality with others.
DATA STRUCTURE
The model used considers every measure of demography (e.g. population) or performance (e.g. educational
attainment) to be a ‘metric’. Each metric value has three main properties: metric type, time period and geographical area.

METRIC
VALUE

METRIC
TYPE

TIME
PERIOD

GEOGRAPHICAL
AREA

The properties of metric types, time periods and geographical areas indicate how they can be analysed, and
groupings of them indicate how they can be compared.
METRIC TYPES
Dataset dimensions (other than time and geography) are flattened out into metric types. For example, population data by age group has one metric type per age group.
Metric dimensions define ways in which metric types can be combined. Example dimensions are:
• Population by age group
• Population by gender
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Dimension members correspond with particular
metric types. Examples are:
• Population aged 0 to 17
• Population aged 18 to 64
• Population aged 65 and over
• Female population
• Male population
A two-level hierarchy of circumstances defines how
metric types break down. For example:
• Age group
- 0 to 17
- 18 to 64
- 65 and over
• Gender
- Female
- Male
One circumstance (e.g. gender) can belong to several metric dimensions (e.g. population by gender,
mortality by gender, pay by gender) and a lower level circumstance (e.g. female) can be associated with
several metric types. Hence it is possible to identify
and compare metrics with the same breakdowns,
irrespective of source dataset.
Each metric type has an applicable time period type
and is configured to show the levels of geography
at which data is expected.
TIME PERIODS
Time period types define either the frequency at
which data is given for a point in time (e.g. mid-year
population estimates) or the duration covered by a
measure (e.g. monthly crime).
Each time period type has a sequence of actual time
periods (e.g. years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). A time
period of the type denoted by the metric type is
assigned to each metric value.
Metric values can be aggregated over time if their
time period represents a duration, rather than a
frequency of measuring a total value. Hence annual
crime can be obtained by aggregating monthly
crime figures, but it does not make sense to add
annual population estimates.
Geographical area of a metric value defines either
the area to which it relates (e.g. population of the

area governed by a municipality) or the organisation that governs that area (e.g. spending of a
municipality governing the area). The metric type
denotes which of these two applies. Metric values
describing organisations for the same area (e.g.
local authority and fire authority spending) can be
aggregated, whereas ones describing the area itself
cannot.
Geographical areas are of different types, which
denote their purpose and level of granularity. Types
can nest in a hierarchy. For example, English and
Welsh statistical geographies can be nested as
follows:
• Country
		 • Region
			 • Municipality
				 • Mid-level super output area
					 • Lower level super output area
						 • Output area
An output area normally comprises no more
than 150 households. Not all official statistics are
published in that detail in order to avoid specific
households being identified.
Different branches of government (e.g. local government, health, policing) use different hierarchies.
Areas defined for official statistics often fail to correspond with the areas around which real life communities develop (e.g. town centres or groups of streets
with a common identity), so ESD has introduced a
facility to define natural neighbourhoods, whose
metric values are calculated automatically by aggregating values for their component output areas.
Comparison groups are used to compare metric
values for sets of geographies. Explicit comparison
groups list specific areas (e.g. core cities in England).
Bounded comparison groups list all areas of one geographical type in a larger area (e.g. all lower level
super output areas within a local authority area).
LINKED DATA OR NOT?
The ESD framework mainly structures public data
that is published elsewhere, sometimes as Linked
Data; more often in a variety of spreadsheet formats. Hence it does not expose individual values
as linked data. It provides an API which processes
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large volumes of data to provide fast responses in a format chosen by the user.
Nevertheless, Linked Data techniques are used to define precisely the dimensions of the data to aid precision
and meaningful linking of disparate datasets. Specifically: Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used for
metric types, circumstances and geographies.
ESD publishes a number of controlled vocabularies in the Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS)
format to standardise semantics across local government.
The Metric type list gives definitions of the 2,800+ metric types defined to date. Each metric type has its own
URI, e.g. http://id.esd.org.uk/metricType/1 for total resident population.
The Circumstance list gives the circumstances by which metric dimensions and dimension members are
defined.
Statistical geographic are defined as URIs published by http://statistics.data.gov.uk/ using Government Statistical Service (GSS) codes. These are supplemented by natural neighbourhood URIs (e.g. http://id.esd.org.uk/
neighbourhood/NN49b for the Crewe neighbourhood) maintained by ESD.
The Department of Communities and Local Government’s Open data Communities site maintains URIs for
local authorities (e.g. http://opendatacommunities.org/id/county-council/norfolk for Norfolk County Council)
and points to the URIs of the areas they govern.
APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
The model is accessed via an API that comprises a set of RESTful web methods. From the root API call it is
possible to see the syntax of each call and link to documentation.
Web method security requires that they are signed with either a public/private key or an OAuth token, so
demand on web services can be monitored and access to pre-release data controlled.
THE DATA METHOD
The data web method offers powerful ways of making multiple queries on raw and derived values and appending summaries. A helper application helps construct and visualise queries.
The application and results set is shown below for this selection:
Data – raw for:
• Metric dimension: Population by age band (fixed working age) (count)
• Comparison group of areas: Core English Cities
• Time period: Latest
Summaries:
• Sum for all areas
• Sum for all metric types
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The query

The results

TEXT TOKENS
Text token web methods each return pure text representing the value of a field or function that has been
evaluated by a web method.
TOOLS
The framework has been used via the API to develop web applications that generate reports for use by the
public and local government officers. Some examples are given below.
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LG INFORM COMPARISON OF NORFOLK COMPARED WITH ALL ENGLISH COUNTY COUNCILS
See LG Inform home page.

NORFOLK CRIME COMPARED WITH ALL ENGLISH COUNTY COUNCILS
See LG Inform standard report.
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NORFOLK POPULATION DENSITY BY WARD
From Basic facts about Norfolk LG Inform Plus report.

Note that the text above is created from text tokens built into a rich text editor. The tokens are resolved at
run-time by calling corresponding web methods. The unresolved text is shown below.

WHAT HAS THIS ACHIEVED?
It remains a lot of work to take open data from disparate sources and unify it within the framework described
here. However, as open data matures, formats are becoming more standard and a greater proportion can be
machine read.
The result of this work is that data from diverse sources can be viewed in consistent ways, processed via a single API and compared in ways that were not previously possible. Open URI sets results in precise definitions
of the data and allow linking.
The framework was developed for the UK local government sector and merits from good definition of UK
statistical geographies, but the approach is equally applicable to any shared data and may provide useful
guidance to other European countries publishing wide ranging open data.
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